SŪRAH 31
Luqmān
Prologue

The Qur’ān addresses human nature with its own logic. It was revealed from on
high by the One who created human nature. He knows what suits it and brings the
best out of it. He also knows how to address it and what affects its inner thoughts
and feelings. The Qur’ān explains to human nature the truth that is deeply ingrained
in it, which it knew long before it was addressed by the Qur’ān, because it was
initially created with it. This is the truth of acknowledging God as the Creator, the
One, the Supreme, and offering worship to Him alone. Similarly, the entire universe
glorifies and praises Him at all times. The problem is that certain aspects of life on
earth, some physical impulses, desires, whims and cravings may cloud human
nature’s vision or force its deviation from the right path. Therefore, the Qur’ān
addresses our nature with the logic it knows, presenting to it the truth that it has
overlooked. In this way, it moulds human nature on the basis of its code for living,
leading it to earn the pleasure of God, the Creator who controls everything.
Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah provides an example of how the Qur’ān addresses
our hearts. It tackles the question of faith among the idolaters who had deviated from
the truth. This is indeed the overall issue that all sūrahs revealed in Makkah tackle,
albeit in a variety of ways and from different angles. That the Qur’ān employs such
different means is an essential part of its method to keep our hearts on the alert.
The central issue of faith focuses in this sūrah on God’s oneness. It demonstrates
how we should address worship to Him alone, express gratitude for His blessings,
establish firm belief in the hereafter and what this involves of careful reckoning and
just reward. Believers should also follow what God has revealed and abandon all
notions that are at variance with this.
The sūrah presents this whole issue in a way that invites reflection on the
remarkable approach of the Qur’ān. It addresses our natures and our hearts. All who
advocate faith should study this approach carefully.
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The issue of faith is presented here against the backdrop of the entire universe: its
skies, earth, sun and moon, night and day, seas and atmosphere, waves and rain,
plants and trees, etc. This colossal background is frequently employed in the Qur’ān,
so as to make the universe a host of clear signs placed all around us, speaking to our
hearts and minds, bringing them alive.
Four Presentations of One Issue
Although the issue is one, and the background is the same, it is presented in this
sūrah four times in four sections. In each the sūrah takes us around the great expanse
of the universe, picking up new influences and using new styles. Looking carefully at
these four presentations, and how each starts and finishes in a remarkable way is
especially pleasant and encourages a positive response.
The first begins immediately after the three separate letters that begin the sūrah.
These indicate that the sūrah is composed of such letters, and that it is from these that
verses of this book are presented packed with wisdom and divine guidance.
Furthermore, it assures those who excel in goodness of receiving God’s mercy. These
are the ones who “attend regularly to prayers, give in charity and are indeed certain of the
hereafter.” (Verse 4) Thus it confirms the certainty of the hereafter and the duty of
offering worship to God. These are coupled with a clear psychological influence:
“Those are the ones who follow their Lord’s guidance, and they are the ones who will be
successful.” (Verse 5)
On the other hand there are those who would pay for idle talk in
order to divert others from the path of God, ridiculing these verses. These are faced
with a fearsome prospect that suits their ridicule: “For such people there is shameful
suffering in store.” (Verse 6) It describes the movements of these people thus: “When
Our revelations are conveyed to such a person, he turns away in his arrogance as though he
had not heard them.” (Verse 7) This is coupled with a psychological touch showing
how contemptible such people are: “as though there were heaviness in his ears.” (Verse
7) Another touch sends fear into their hearts although this is given mockingly: “Give
him, then, the news of painful suffering.” (Verse 7) The Arabic term, bashshirhu, used for
‘giving news’ is always employed when people are given good and happy news. Its
use here, however, denotes a clear sense of mockery.
The sūrah again refers to the believers, giving details of their success, which was
already mentioned in general terms. It shows what reward awaits them in the
hereafter, just as it has shown the requital of arrogant unbelievers: “Those who believe
and do righteous deeds shall have gardens of bliss in which to abide in accordance with God’s
true promise. He alone is Almighty, Wise.” (Verses 8-9) At this point, the sūrah portrays
a panoramic scene of the great universe as providing the proof that speaks to human
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nature from every aspect, and in every language. It clearly presents this great truth,
yet most people remain heedless of it: “He has created the skies without any supports that
you can see, and has placed firm mountains on earth, lest it sway with you, and has scattered
through it all manner of living creatures. We send down water from the skies to cause every
kind of goodly plant to grow on earth in pairs.” (Verse 10) As it presents these aspects of
universal evidence which overwhelm people’s minds, the sūrah shakes those erring
hearts that associate partners with God despite seeing His great creation: “This is all
God’s creation. Show me, then, what others might have created! Surely, the wrongdoers are in
obvious error.” (Verse 11) As this touch makes its profound universal note, the first
presentation concludes.
The second presentation begins with real people, and tackles the same issue with a
new approach to produce further effects: “We bestowed wisdom on Luqmān.” (Verse 12)
What is, then, the nature of this wisdom and what is its distinctive feature? It is
summed up in a word: “Be grateful to God.” (Verse 12) This is true wisdom in action.
The second step shows Luqmān as he gives counsel to his son. It is the advice of a
sage to his young son, which means that it is free of fault. No one can describe such
advice as insincere or dishonest: how could they when it is from father to son? This
advice states the major issue of faith which was referred to in the first presentation,
as well as the issue of the hereafter, but it employs new influences here: “Luqmān said
to his son, admonishing him: My dear son! Do not associate any partners with God; for, to
associate partners with Him is indeed a great wrong.” (Verse 13)
Here we see relations with one’s parents in a way that overflows with tenderness
and compassion: “We have enjoined upon man goodness to his parents: his mother bore him
going from weakness to weakness, and his weaning takes place within two years. Be grateful
to Me and to your parents.” (Verse 14) The sūrah makes clear the first rule concerning
faith, which makes its bond the primary one in human life, taking precedence over
that of blood and kinship. Strong and appealing as the latter bond is, it is lower on
the scale than the bond of faith: “Yet should they endeavour to make you associate as
partner with Me something of which you have no knowledge, do not obey them, but [even
then] bear them company in this world’s life with kindness, and follow the path of those who
turn towards Me.” (Verse 15) It adds here the truth of the life to come: “In the end, it is
to Me that you shall all return, when I shall inform you about all that you were doing [in
life].” (Verse 15) This is then followed with a very strong psychological factor
demonstrating the extent, accuracy and comprehensiveness of God’s knowledge.
This is done in such a way that makes us shudder as we contemplate it against the
background of the great universe: “My dear son! If there be something which is no more
than the weight of a grain of mustard seed, and though it be hidden in a rock, or in the skies,
or in the earth, God will bring it forth. God is Gracious, All Aware.” (Verse 16)
Luqmān continues his admonition to his son, outlining the duties imposed by
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faith, including the all-important duty of enjoining what is right and forbidding what
is wrong, and what follows from both of remaining patient in adversity, as
difficulties are bound to be encountered by the advocates of faith: “Endure with
fortitude whatever befalls you. These are matters that require strong resolve.” (Verse 17)
This should be coupled with commitment to good manners. No advocate of faith
should ever be arrogant, as such action is bound to spoil his advocacy efforts: “Do not
turn your cheek away from people in false pride, nor walk haughtily on earth. God does not
love anyone who is arrogant, boastful. Be of modest bearing in your walk, and lower your
voice; for the most hideous of voices is the braying of the ass.” (Verses 1819) Not only does
the sūrah dismiss such proud, haughty and arrogant behaviour, it looks upon it with
contempt. This provides a marked psychological effect.
The third presentation begins with a new factor derived from people’s attachment
to the heavens and the earth, and the blessings God has placed in them for mankind,
even though they do not show any gratitude: “Are you not aware that God has made
subservient to you all that is in the heavens and the earth, and has lavished upon you His
blessings, outward and inward? Yet some people argue about God without having any
knowledge, without guidance, and without any light-giving revelations.” (Verse 20) This
new factor shows all argument about God to be abhorrent to an upright nature and
sound mind. The sūrah denounces the unbelievers’ stagnant attitude: “When it is said
to them: ‘Follow what God has revealed’, they say, No; but we will follow only what we found
our forefathers believing in.” (Verse 21) This is a stupid attitude betraying total
ignorance. The comment that follows also carries a strong psychological component:
“Why, even if Satan is beckoning them to the suffering of the blazing fire.” (Verse 21)
The question of reward and requital on the Day of Judgement is then shown to be
closely connected with the question of belief or denying faith: “Whoever submits
himself to God and excels in good deeds has indeed taken hold of a most firm support. With
God rests the final outcome of all events. And whoever disbelieves; let not their unbelief grieve
you. To Us they must all return, and then We shall inform them about all that they were
doing [in life].” (Verses 22-23) The sūrah then refers to God’s absolute knowledge:
“God has full knowledge of what is in people’s hearts.” (Verse 23) A strong element of
warning is then added: “We will let them enjoy themselves for a short while, but We shall
ultimately drive them into severe suffering.” (Verse 24)
As this third presentation draws to a close people are made to face up to the logic
of human nature as it reflects different aspects of the universe and its inevitable
acknowledgement of the One Creator: “If you were to ask them: ‘Who is it that has
created the heavens and the earth?’ they will be sure to answer: ‘God’ Say: All praise is due to
God alone!’ Yet most of them do not understand.” (Verse 25) The section then concludes
with a scene of the universe, showing God’s knowledge as infinite, while His will of
creation and origination is unrestricted. These are given as universal evidences in
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support of the concept of resurrection and return, as this also proves creation in the
first place: “Were all the trees on earth to be made into pens, and the sea ink, with seven
more seas yet added to it, the words of God would not be exhausted. God is indeed Almighty,
Wise. The creation of you all and your resurrection is but like [the creation and resurrection
of] a single soul. God hears all and sees all.” (Verses 27-28)
The fourth presentation begins with a universal scene that produces special effects
on people’s hearts. It is the scene of the night and the day as each creeps into the
other. This scene also shows the sun and the moon as they move in their orbits
within certain limits and up to a point in time that is known to no one other than God
who created them and who knows them as well as He knows people and their
actions: “Do you not see that God causes the night to pass into the day, and the day to pass
into the night, and that He has made the sun and the moon subservient [to His laws], each
running its course for a set term, and that God is fully aware of all that you do?” (Verse 29)
This scene is made to provide human nature with fresh evidence in support of the
central issue: “Thus it is, because God alone is the Ultimate Truth, and all that people invoke
beside Him is sheer falsehood, and because God alone is Most High, Great.” (Verse 30)
The sūrah then touches our hearts with another strongly effective note derived
from an aspect of God’s grace represented by the ships as they go about the sea: “Do
you not see that the ships sail the sea by God’s blessing, so that He might show you some of
His signs? In this there are clear signs indeed for all who are truly patient in adversity and
deeply grateful to God.” (Verse 31) The comment here shows man’s natural attitude as
he faces the might of the sea when he is free of the deceptive influence of power and
knowledge that keeps him away from his Lord. Such a natural attitude provides
evidence for the central theme of God’s oneness: “When the waves engulf them like
shadows, they call to God, sincere in their faith in Him alone; but as soon as He has brought
them safe to land, some of them are restrained in their attitude. Yet none could knowingly
reject Our revelations except those who are utterly perfidious or hardened unbelievers.”
(Verse 32)
While the sea’s waves can be fearsome, they provide a reminder of the greatest
fear that severs blood relations, a bond which can never be severed in this present
life: “Mankind! Fear your Lord and fear a day when no parent will be of any avail to his
child, nor any child will in the least avail his parents! God’s promise is most certainly true.
Let not, then, the life of this world delude you, and let not deceptive thoughts about God
delude you.” (Verse 33) At this point, with man trembling in fear, the sūrah concludes
with a verse that states the final verdict in all the issues it has treated: “Indeed with
God alone rests the knowledge of when the Last Hour will come; and He it is who sends down
rain; and He knows what the wombs contain; whereas no one knows what they will earn
tomorrow, and no one knows in what land they will die. God alone is omniscient and takes
cognisance of all things.” (Verse 34)
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These four presentations of the same theme, with their different styles, effects and
conclusions constitute an example of how the Qur’ān deals with human hearts. They
provide an approach chosen by God who has created these hearts and knows what
suits them. In the following pages we will discuss these four presentations in detail,
putting two into each of the two following chapters as they manifest stronger
interaction in this way.
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1
A Sage’s Admonition
ijk
In the Name of God, the Lord of Grace, the Ever Merciful.
Alif. Lām. Mīm. (1)

∩⊇∪ Ο!9#

These are verses of the divine book, full of
wisdom, (2)

∩⊄∪ ÉΟ‹Å3ptø:$# É=≈tGÅ3ø9$# àM≈tƒ#u™ y7ù=Ï?

providing guidance and mercy for those
who excel in doing good, (3)

∩⊂∪ t⎦⎫ÏΖÅ¡ósßϑù=Ïj9 ZπuΗ÷qu‘uρ “W‰èδ

attend regularly to prayers, give in
charity and are indeed certain of the
hereafter. (4)

nο4θx.¨“9$# tβθè?÷σãƒuρ nο4θn=¢Á9$# tβθßϑ‹É)ãƒ t⎦⎪Ï%©!$#
∩⊆∪ tβθãΖÏ%θãƒ öΝèδ ÍοtÅzFψ$$Î/ Νèδuρ

Those are the ones who follow their
Lord’s guidance, and they are the ones
who will be successful. (5)

y7Í×¯≈s9'ρé&uρ ( öΝÎγÎn/§‘ ⎯ÏiΒ “W‰èδ 4’n?tã y7Í×¯≈s9'ρé&
∩∈∪ tβθßsÎ=øßϑø9$# ãΝèδ

Among people there are some who would
pay for idle talk, so as to lead people
astray from the path of God, without
knowledge, and thus they turn it to
ridicule. For such people there is
shameful suffering in store. (6)

Ï]ƒÏ‰ysø9$# uθôγs9 “ÎtIô±tƒ ⎯tΒ Ä¨$¨Ζ9$# z⎯ÏΒuρ
5Οù=Ïæ ÎötóÎ/ «!$# È≅‹Î6y™ ⎯tã ¨≅ÅÒã‹Ï9
Ò>#x‹tã öΝçλm; y7Í×¯≈s9'ρé& 4 #·ρâ“èδ $yδx‹Ï‚−Gtƒuρ
∩∉∪ ×⎦⎫Îγ•Β

When Our revelations are conveyed to
such a person, he turns away in his
arrogance as though he had not heard
them, as though there were heaviness in
his ears. Give him, then, the news of
painful suffering.’ (7)

#ZÉ9ò6tGó¡ãΒ 4’¯<uρ $oΨçG≈tƒ#u™ Ïμø‹n=tã 4’n?÷Gè? #sŒÎ)uρ
( #\ø%uρ Ïμø‹tΡèŒé& þ’Îû ¨βr(x. $yγ÷èyϑó¡o„ óΟ9© βr(x.
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Those who believe and do righteous deeds
shall have gardens of bliss (8)

∩∠∪ AΟŠÏ9r& A>#x‹yèÎ/ çν÷Åe³t6sù
ÏM≈ysÎ=≈¢Á9$# (#θè=Ïϑtãuρ (#θãΖtΒ#u™ š⎥⎪Ï%©!$# ¨βÎ)

in which to abide in accordance with
God’s true promise. He alone is
Almighty, Wise. (9)

∩∇∪ ËΛ⎧Ïè¨Ζ9$# àM≈¨Ζy_ öΝçλm;
â“ƒÍ“yèø9$# uθèδuρ 4 $y)ym «!$# y‰ôãuρ ( $pκÏù t⎦⎪Ï$Î#≈yz

He has created the skies without any
supports that you can see, and has placed
firm mountains on earth, lest it sway
with you, and has scattered through it all
manner of living creatures. We send
down water from the skies to cause every
kind of goodly plant to grow on earth in
pairs. (10)

∩®∪ ãΛ⎧Å6ptø:$#
4’s+ø9r&uρ ( $pκtΞ÷ρts? 7‰uΗxå ÎötóÎ/ ÏN≡uθ≈yϑ¡¡9$# t,=n yz
£]t/uρ öΝä3Î/ y‰‹Ïϑs? βr& z©Å›≡uρu‘ ÇÚö‘F{$# ’Îû
[™!$tΒ Ï™!$yϑ¡¡9$# z⎯ÏΒ $uΖø9t“Ρr&uρ 4 7π−/!#yŠ Èe≅ä. ⎯ÏΒ $pκÏù
∩⊇⊃∪ AΟƒÍx. 8l÷ρy— Èe≅à2 ⎯ÏΒ $pκÏù $oΨ÷Gu;/Ρr'sù

This is all God’s creation. Show me, then,
what others might have created! Surely,
the wrongdoers are in obvious error. (11)

t⎦⎪Ï%©!$# t,n=y{ #sŒ$tΒ †ÎΤρâ‘r'sù «!$# ß,ù=yz #x‹≈yδ
&⎦⎫Î7•Β 9≅≈n=|Ê ’Îû tβθßϑÎ=≈©à9$# È≅t/ 4 ⎯ÏμÏΡρßŠ ⎯ÏΒ

We bestowed wisdom on Luqmān: ‘Be
grateful to God; for he who is grateful is
only grateful for his own benefit. As for
the one who is ungrateful; well, God is
self-sufficient, ever to be praised. (12)

∩⊇⊇∪
4 ¬! öä3ô©$# Èβr& sπyϑõ3Ïtø:$# z⎯≈yϑø)ä9 $oΨ÷s?#u™ ô‰s)s9uρ
⎯tΒuρ ( ⎯ÏμÅ¡øuΖÏ9 ãä3ô±o„ $yϑ¯ΡÎ*sù öà6ô±tƒ ⎯tΒuρ

Luqmān said to his son, admonishing
him: ‘My dear son! Do not associate any
partners with God; for, to associate
partners with Him is indeed a great
wrong.’ (13)

∩⊇⊄∪ Ó‰‹Ïϑym ;©Í_xî ©!$# ¨βÎ*sù txx.
¢©o_ç6≈tƒ …çμÝàÏètƒ uθèδuρ ⎯ÏμÏΖö/eω ß⎯≈yϑø)ä9 tΑ$s% øŒÎ)uρ
ÒΟŠÏàtã íΟù=Ýàs9 x8÷Åe³9$# χÎ) ( «!$$Î/ õ8Îô³è@ Ÿω

We have enjoined upon man goodness to
his parents: his mother bore him going
from weakness to weakness, and his
weaning takes place within two years. Be
grateful to Me and to your parents. With
Me is the end of all journeys. (14)

∩⊇⊂∪
…çμ•Β&é çμ÷Fn=uΗxq Ïμ÷ƒy‰Ï9≡uθÎ/ z⎯≈|¡ΣM}$# $uΖøŠ¢¹uρuρ
Èβr& È⎦÷⎫tΒ%tæ ’Îû …çμè=≈|ÁÏùuρ 9⎯÷δuρ 4’n?tã $·Ζ÷δuρ
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Yet should they endeavour to make you
associate as partner with Me something
of which you have no knowledge, do not
obey them, but [even then] bear them
company in this world’s life with
kindness, and follow the path of those
who turn towards Me. In the end, it is to
Me that you shall all return, when I shall
inform you about all that you were doing
[in life]. (15)

∩⊇⊆∪ çÅÁyϑø9$# ¥’n<Î) 7
y ÷ƒ‰
y Ï9≡uθÎ9uρ ’Í< ö à6ô©$#
$tΒ ’Î1 š‚Íô±è@ βr& #’n?tã š‚#y‰yγ≈y_ βÎ)uρ
( $yϑßγ÷èÏÜè? Ÿξsù ÖΝù=Ïæ ⎯ÏμÎ/ y7s9 }§øŠs9
ôìÎ7¨?$#uρ ( $]ùρã÷ètΒ $u‹÷Ρ‘‰9$# ’Îû $yϑßγö6Ïm$|¹uρ
öΝä3ãèÅ_ötΒ ¥’n<Î) ¢ΟèO 4 ¥’n<Î) z>$tΡr& ô⎯tΒ Ÿ≅‹Î6y™
∩⊇∈∪ tβθè=yϑ÷ès? óΟçFΖä. $yϑÎ/ Νà6ã∞Îm;tΡé'sù

‘My dear son! If there be something
which is no more than the weight of a
grain of mustard seed, and though it be
hidden in a rock, or in the skies, or in the
earth, God will bring it forth. God is
Gracious, All-Aware. (16)

5ΑyŠöyz ô⎯ÏiΒ 7π¬6ym tΑ$s)÷WÏΒ à7s? βÎ) !$pκ¨ΞÎ) ¢©o_ç6≈tƒ
’Îû ÷ρr& ÏN≡uθ≈yϑ¡¡9$# ’Îû ÷ρr& >οt÷‚|¹ ’Îû ⎯ä3tFsù
×Î7yz ì#‹ÏÜs9 ©!$# ¨βÎ) 4 ª!$# $pκÍ5 ÏNù'tƒ ÇÚö‘F{$#
∩⊇∉∪

My dear son! Attend regularly to prayer,
and enjoin the doing of what is right and
forbid the doing of what is wrong, and
endure with fortitude whatever befalls
you. These are matters that require
strong resolve. (17)

tμ÷Ρ$#ρu Å∃ρã÷èyϑø9$$Î/ öãΒù&uρ nο4θn=¢Á9$# ÉΟÏ%r& ¢©o_ç6≈tƒ
¨βÎ) ( y7t/$|¹r& !$tΒ 4’n?tã ÷É9ô¹$#uρ Ìs3Ζßϑø9$# Ç⎯tã
∩⊇∠∪ Í‘θãΒW{$# ÇΠ÷“tã ô⎯ÏΒ y7Ï9≡sŒ

Do not turn your cheek away from people
in false pride, nor walk haughtily on
earth. God does not love anyone who is
arrogant, boastful. (18)

’Îû Ä·ôϑs? Ÿωuρ Ä¨$¨Ζ=Ï9 š‚£‰s{ öÏiè|Áè? Ÿωuρ
5Α$tFøƒèΧ ¨≅ä. =Ïtä† Ÿω ©!$# ¨βÎ) ( $·mttΒ ÇÚö‘F{$#
∩⊇∇∪ 9‘θã‚sù

Be of modest bearing in your walk, and
lower your voice; for the most hideous of
voices is the braying of the ass.’ (19)

⎯ÏΒ ôÙàÒøî$#uρ šÍ‹ô±tΒ ’Îû ô‰ÅÁø%$#uρ
ßNöθ|Ás9 ÏN≡uθô¹F{$# ts3Ρr& ¨βÎ) 4 y7Ï?öθ|¹
∩⊇®∪ ÎÏϑptø:$#
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A Book of Wisdom
Alif. Lām. Mīm. These are verses of the divine book, full of wisdom, providing
guidance and mercy for those who excel in doing good, attend regularly to prayers,
give in charity and are indeed certain of the hereafter. Those are the ones who follow
their Lord’s guidance, and they are the ones who will be successful. (Verses 1-5)
The sūrah begins with three separate letters which are then described as “These are
the verses of the divine book, full of wisdom.” (Verse 2) This serves to emphasize that the
verses of this book are composed of letters of the same sort. The book is described
here as being one of wisdom because wisdom is repeatedly mentioned in this sūrah.
Hence, it is fitting, in the normal method of the Qur’ān, that this particular aspect of
the book is emphasized in this context. Moreover, speaking of the book as one of
wisdom gives it connotations of life and will. It is as though the book itself is a living
creature which is wise in what it says and the way it directs people to behave. It
chooses its objective and serves it. This is indeed true of the book as it has life, spirit,
movement and a distinctive personality. Furthermore, it provides friendly
companionship, one which is felt by those who live with it and under its shade. They
relate to it and have a mutual response with it just like close friends.
This book, which is full of wisdom provides “guidance and mercy for those who excel
in doing good.” This is its essential and permanent status: providing guidance so that
goodly people can follow the right way. Indeed, travellers who follow its way are
never in error. This book also provides people with mercy as they feel reassured and
contented by the guidance they are given. They feel God’s mercy as they attain
success, establish firm bonds and strong mutual commitments among those who
follow such guidance, and also between them and the laws of the universe in which
they live.
The ones who excel in doing good are those who “attend regularly to prayers, give in
charity and are indeed certain of the hereafter.” (Verse 4) Such people attend regularly to
prayers, and offer them in full, on time and in the right manner. This fulfils the
purpose of those prayers and enhances their effect on feelings and behaviour. Thus
prayer creates a very strong bond with God, one which spreads an air of
pleasantness on life as a whole. Giving generously in charity enables the giver to rise
above the natural instinct to hold on to things. It helps to establish a social system
based on mutual cooperation where both the affluent and the deprived find
confidence and reassurance, as well as genuine mutual care. Certainty of the
hereafter ensures that believers stay alert, seeking what God will give, and resisting
the lure of all worldly comforts and luxuries. Furthermore, it keeps the believer
heedful of what God desires, in public and private, in matters small or large. Thus he
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aims to achieve excellence in doing good, or ihsān, which the Prophet defined as: “To
worship God as though you see Him; if you do not see Him, remember that He sees
you.” [Related by al-Bukhārī and Muslim.]
It is for those who excel in doing good that the divine book is both guidance and
mercy. The transparency of their hearts enables them to find comfort and reassurance
in this book. They are able to relate to the light that is at the core of its nature and
understand its wise objectives. Therefore, they accept it feeling the harmony that it
provides with the universe at large and appreciating the clarity of the way they
follow. This Qur’ān gives to every heart what suits its openness and sensitivity.
Furthermore, it responds to the love, appreciation and high esteem with which hearts
approach it. The Qur’ān is indeed alive, reciprocating people’s feelings.
Those who attend to prayer, give in charity and are certain of the hereafter “are the
ones who follow their Lord’s guidance, and they are the ones who will be successful.” (Verse
5) Whoever accepts divine guidance will be successful. Such a person moves along
with enlightenment which leads him to his goal. He is thus free from error in this life
and from the consequences of error in the life to come. He has reassurance, comfort,
and friendly interaction with all that exists.
The Other Party
On the other side stand a totally different type of people:
Among people there are some who would pay for idle talk, so as to lead people astray
from the path of God, without knowledge, and thus they turn it to ridicule. For such
people there is shameful suffering in store. When Our revelations are conveyed to such
a person, he turns away in his arrogance as though he had not heard them, as though
there were heaviness in his ears. Give him, then, the news of painful suffering.
(Verses 6-7)
Idle talk is any type of talk that distracts hearts and kills time without yielding any
benefit to man or his mission on earth. Let us remind ourselves that man’s mission is
to build human life on the basis of goodness, justice and righteousness. Islam defines
this mission, its nature, limits and means, charting the way it should follow. The
Qur’ānic statement here is general describing a type of person that always exists.
There are, however, reports that suggest that the Qur’ān is describing a particular
incident that took place in the early years of Islam. These reports speak of al-Nađr
ibn al-Ĥārith who used to buy books recording the legends and stories of Persian
heroes. He made every effort to get people to listen to his narratives instead of
listening to the Prophet reciting the Qur’ān. This statement, however, is more general
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and wider in scope than this. It describes a type of person with clear characteristics.
This type is seen in every generation just as they were evident in Makkah among the
first community addressed by the Qur’ān.
“Among people there are some who would pay for idle talk.” (Verse 6) Such people
would pay money, time and life to buy such idle talk. How high the price, and cheap
the commodity in which such people spend their lives. They buy such talk “so as to
lead people astray from the path of God, without knowledge, and thus they turn it to
ridicule.” (Verse 6) They are truly ignorant. Their action is neither based on sound
knowledge, nor aims for a wise objective. They have bad intentions and aims. They
want to use such idle talk to lead themselves and others astray from God’s path.
They are ill-mannered, ridicule God’s path, and mock the way God has laid down for
people’s lives. Hence, the Qur’ān issues a strong warning to such people. It shows
them as contemptible, even before it completes their picture: “For such people there is
shameful suffering in store.” (Verse 6) The description of their suffering as shameful is
deliberate for this replies to their mocking of the divine way of life.
Painting the image of this other party is then resumed: “When Our revelations are
conveyed to such a person, he turns away in his arrogance as though he had not heard them.”
(Verse 7) The image here is full of movement, showing this person as arrogant,
turning away in pride. He is, therefore, decorated with shame and this makes us look
at him with contempt: “as though there were heaviness in his ears.” (Verse 7) It is this
heaviness that stops him from listening to God’s verses. No person listens to these
divine verses and then turns away so arrogantly. This description is completed with
further ridicule: “Give him, then, the news of painful suffering.” (Verse 7) As explained
in the Prologue, the verse uses here the term bashshir, which connotes the giving of
happy news. Its usage adds further ridicule.
By way of contrast, the sūrah speaks of the reward to be given to the good
believers who act on the basis of their faith. It also provides some details of their
success to which earlier reference was made: “Those who believe and do righteous deeds
shall have gardens of bliss in which to abide in accordance with God’s true promise. He alone
is Almighty, Wise.” (Verses 8-9)
Whenever the Qur’ān mentions reward, it precedes this by mentioning faith and
good action. It is in the nature of the Islamic faith that it must never remain an idle
belief that triggers no action. It must always be a living, active reality. Indeed, Islam
hardly settles in a person’s heart before it begins to establish itself in action and
behaviour. It reflects its nature and what it does to believers’ consciences through its
clear effects on people’s lives.
Those believers who have translated their faith into good action “shall have gardens
of bliss in which to abide.” (Verse 9) Their admission to heaven and their abode there
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simply fulfils God’s true promise. The grace God bestows on His servants means that
He commits Himself to reward them generously for what they do for themselves, not
for Him, as He is in no need of anyone. “He alone is Almighty, Wise.” (Verse 9) He is
certainly able to fulfil His promise, and He is wise in all that He does, including
creation, promise and fulfilment.
Signs of Wisdom
The ultimate proof of God’s might, wisdom and all other issues mentioned in the
sūrah is the great universe, whose creation no human being ever claims for himself or
for anyone other than God. The universe is huge and awesome, reflecting harmony
and coherence. It has a fine and elaborate system. It captivates our hearts and readily
faces human nature in such a way that it cannot turn away from it. Hence, it readily
acknowledges the great Creator’s oneness and declares anyone who associates
partners with Him as erring, as those who transgress the bounds of clear truth:
He has created the skies without any supports that you can see, and has placed firm
mountains on earth, lest it sway with you, and has scattered through it all manner of
living creatures. We send down water from the skies to cause every kind of goodly
plant to grow on earth in pairs. This is all God’s creation. Show me, then, what others
might have created! Surely, the wrongdoers are in obvious error. (Verses 10-11)
If we take the term ‘skies’ at its apparent meaning, without going into complex
scientific research, we see how awesome, expansive and sublime they are. ‘Whether
the reference here is to planets, stars, galaxies or other celestial bodies that move in
the space whose nature and extent are known only to God, or to this blue dome
which we see with our eyes but no one knows what exactly it is, the fact remains that
there are huge, majestic bodies that are elevated without supporting pillars. People
see them with their eyes, wherever they look during the night or day and wherever
they travel on earth. To contemplate the sky with our naked eyes, even though we
cannot comprehend its great dimensions, is sufficient to send a shudder through our
whole beings. We see a great, endless expanse without limits, but we also see a fine
and beautiful system that holds all these creatures in such perfect harmony. Neither
our eyes nor our hearts ever tire of contemplating such majesty. Indeed, this beauty
is so captivating that all our feelings are absorbed. What does man say when he
realizes that each little dot of light moving in this great expanse may be millions of
times bigger than the earth he lives on?
This reference to the limitless space, “He has created the skies without any supports
that you can see,” is made quickly and briefly, before we are returned straight to earth
which is no more than a tiny particle when compared to the great universal expanse.
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Yet man sees the earth as huge indeed: no man can traverse it all, even though he
spends his life in continuous travel. Thus, the sūrah returns us to earth so we
contemplate it with open minds, and without the effects of familiarity that cloud our
vision: “and has placed firm mountains on earth, lest it sway with you.” (Verse 10)
Geologists say that mountains are undulations of the face of the earth resulting
from underground pockets of coolness where gases get frozen and reduce in size.
Thus the surface of the earth shrinks and becomes wrinkled allowing elevations and
falls to take place in proportion to underground reductions in size. This may or may
not be true, but God’s book clearly states that these mountains stabilize the earth so
that it does not sway. Thus, the rise of a mountain in one place balances shrinkage in
another. However, God’s word remains supreme. He is indeed the One who always
states the truth.
God “has scattered through it all manner of living creatures.” (Verse 10) This is one of
the great wonders of existence. Up to the present day, no one can claim to have
fathomed the secret of the presence of life on earth. This applies to life in its simplest,
one-cell form. How then can we fathom the greater secret that causes life to become
more varied and complex, giving rise to countless species, types and kinds of
creatures? Yet most people choose to pass by such great wonders with their eyes and
minds closed, just as they pass by something very ordinary that does not deserve a
second look. These very people stand amazed as they look at a man-made machine
which is very simple when compared to a single living cell and its accurately
regulated behaviour. We need not compare such machines to more sophisticated
living creatures, let alone to the human body which contains hundreds of chemical
laboratories, storehouses, distribution centres, wireless stations that receive and
transmit messages, as well as hundreds of other complicated functions, the secrets of
which are known only to God.
“We send down water from the skies to cause every kind of goodly plant to grow on earth
in pairs.” (Verse 10) Sending rain down from the sky is yet another universal wonder
which we take for granted, oblivious to what is involved. The water that runs in
rivers, fills up lakes, or bursts out in springs comes from the sky according to a
carefully planned system that, in turn, is linked to the regulation of the heavens and
the earth, their relative distances, natures and formations. The growing of plants
after rain has fallen is another wonder that remains infinitely amazing. It reflects
several miracles, including those of the springing up of life, its diversity, and the
hereditary genes within a small seed allowing replication of all types of flora. To
study the colour diversity in one flower of a single plant leads an open heart to
reflection on life and its profound secrets, and hence to genuine belief in God, the
Originator of life.
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The sūrah makes clear that God has caused plants to grow in pairs, which is a
fascinating fact that scientific research has only recently discovered. All plants have
male and female cells which may combine within the same flower, or in two flowers
in the same little branch, or in two branches or trees. No fruit can be produced unless
pollination takes place between the two types, just as happens in animal and human
life.
That these plants and their pairs are described as ‘goodly’ imparts a significant
feeling, making it suited as God’s creation. Hence, it is raised in front of our eyes:
“This is all God’s creation.” (Verse 11) And a challenge follows: “Show me, then, what
others might have created.” (Verse 11) Then follows the comment: “Surely, the
wrongdoers are in obvious error.” (Verse 11) What could be worse than wrongdoing
and the error of associating partners with God when looking at God’s great and
universal creation? With this profound note the first presentation concludes.
A Totally New Approach
The second presentation starts with a new construction, using narration and
indirect advice. It takes up the question of gratitude to God alone, believing in His
absolute oneness, and the question of the hereafter, reward and requital.
We bestowed wisdom on Luqmān: Be grateful to God; for he who is grateful is only
grateful for his own benefit. As for the one who is ungrateful; well, God is selfsufficient, ever to be praised. (Verse 12)
The sūrah chooses Luqmān as its spokesman on the questions of God’s oneness
and the life to come. Reports on Luqmān’s identity vary, with some suggesting that
he was a prophet, while others say that he was a devout person, but not a prophet.
The majority of scholars prefer this second view. It is also suggested that he was an
Abyssinian slave, while some reports say that he was from Nubia, the area stretching
today from southern Egypt to northern Sudan. It is also said that he was one of the
Children of Israel and that he was a judge. Whoever Luqmān truly was, the Qur’ān
states that he was a man endowed with wisdom, embodied in gratitude to God: “We
bestowed wisdom on Luqmān: ‘Be grateful to God.’“ (Verse 12) The verse thus contains an
implicit directive to show gratitude to God, emulating this sage who is chosen as an
example to be followed. This is coupled with another directive making it clear that
being grateful to God is of benefit only to the person expressing such gratitude, while
it is of no benefit to God, who is ever praised even though none of His creatures
offers any such praise: “He who is grateful is only grateful for his own benefit. As for the
one who is ungrateful; well, God is self-sufficient, ever to be praised.” (Verse 12) Thus, the
person who abandons wisdom and who does not keep something for his future life
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betrays the worst type of stupidity.
The question of God’s oneness is then raised in the form of an admonition by
Luqmān to his son: “Luqmān said to his son, admonishing him: My dear son! Do not
associate any partners with God; for, to associate partners with Him is indeed a great wrong.”
(Verse 13) This is a sincere piece of advice, for no parent wishes anything but good
for his child. The sage, Luqmān, warns his son against associating partners with God,
explaining that to do so is to be guilty of great wrongdoing. He emphasizes this fact
twice: firstly, by explaining the reason, and secondly through the emphatic style
employed. This is the truth that Muhammad presented to his people, but they argued
and disputed with him, suspecting his motives and fearing that he might want to
take power and place himself above them. What would they, then, say when they
heard Luqmān, the sage, urging it upon his son? A father’s counsel is honest, sincere,
free of suspicion. The fact is that God’s oneness is the old truth stated by everyone to
whom God has imparted knowledge and wisdom. It aims to bring pure goodness
and nothing else. This is the psychological effect intended here.
Relations with Parents
Continuing on from this parental advice, the sūrah speaks in gentle terms about
relations between parents and children, delivering this in an inspiring and tender
way. Nevertheless, the bond of faith takes precedence over such close relations:
We have enjoined upon man goodness to his parents: his mother bore him going from
weakness to weakness, and his weaning takes place within two years. Be grateful to
Me and to your parents. With Me is the end of all journeys. Yet should they
endeavour to make you associate as partner with Me something of which you have no
knowledge, do not obey them, but [even then] bear them company in this world’s life
with kindness, and follow the path of those who turn towards Me. In the end, it is to
Me that you shall all return, when I shall inform you about all that you were doing [in
life]. (Verses 14-15)
That children are enjoined to be good to parents is mentioned repeatedly in the
Qur’ān and by the Prophet. The reverse recommendation enjoining kindness to
children occurs only rarely, but mostly in connection with infanticide, a special case
with special circumstances. Human nature ensures that a newborn is taken care of by
its parents. It is because of their very nature that people look after the new generation
in order to ensure the continuity of life, as God wills. In this way, parents normally
offer their personal efforts, resources, possessions and lives generally, without
complaint or boredom. Indeed they often do not realize how much they give. They
do it willingly and with pleasure, as if they were the recipients. Thus, parents do not
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need to be urged to take care of their children. It is children who need to be urged to
look after the generation that has already given its all and stands at life’s departure
gate. Children can compensate parents for even a portion of what they have given,
even though they may dedicate their entire lives to such ends. Such parental
dedication is given an inspiring image: “His mother bore him going from weakness to
weakness, and his weaning takes place within two years.” (Verse 14) Needless to say, the
mother gives the larger share of such sacrifice, with more love and care. “A man was
carrying his mother on his back in ţawāf, [a worship ritual of pilgrimage], when he
asked the Prophet: ‘Do I thus pay her back for what she did for me?’ The Prophet
said: ‘No; not even for one heaved sigh.” [Related by al-Bazzār.] This is how the
Prophet compares the two actions. The man could not repay his mother for even one
heaved sigh during pregnancy or childbirth, for she carried her child in weakness
upon weakness.
With this image of compassion the sūrah directs people to the need to express
gratitude to God, the first Benefactor, and then to show gratitude to parents who are
always ready to give to their children. These duties are given in order of priority: ‘Be
grateful to Me and to your parents.” (Verse 14) This fact is linked to the reality of the
hereafter: “With Me is the end of all journeys.” (Verse 14) It is then, at the end of the
journey, that what has been advanced of good work will be of benefit.
This bond between parent and child, with all its care, love and sacrifice,
nevertheless comes second to the bond of faith. Hence, immediately after the
statement enjoining man to be dutiful to parents, he is told: “Yet should they endeavour
to make you associate as partner with Me something of which you have no knowledge, do not
obey them.” (Verse 15) Should this happen, the duty of obeying one’s parents is no
longer valid. The bond of faith supersedes all bonds. Hence, no matter how hard
parents try to persuade, coerce, pressurize or force their son or daughter to associate
with God anyone whose godship is unknown to them — and no being other than
God has any godship to be known — they must not be obeyed. This is an order from
God whom all creatures must obey.
However, differences of faith and the order not to obey parents against one’s faith
does not deprive parents of their right to receive kindly and caring treatment and
companionship: “but [even then] bear them company in this world’s life with kindness.”
(Verse 15) This life is, after all, a short journey that does not affect the truth: “Follow
the path of those who turn towards Me,” i.e. the believers. “In the end, it is to Me that you
shall all return,” after this short journey on earth; ‘when I shall inform you about all that
you were doing [in life].” (Verse 15) Everyone will have the just reward of their deeds.
It is reported that this verse and the two similar to it in Sūrah 29, The Spider, and
Sūrah 46, The Sand Dunes, were revealed in connection with Sa`d ibn Abī Waqqāş
and his mother [as reported earlier]. The story is mentioned in Muslim’s Şaĥīĥ?,
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which is universally recognized as an authentic Ĥadīth anthology. However, its
import is general and applies to any similar situation. It draws an order for bonds
and relations, and one for duties. Thus, the bond of faith in God ranks top, and with
it the requirement to fulfil His orders. The Qur’ān emphasizes this rule on every
occasion and in a variety of forms so that it is solidly implanted in a believer’s
consciousness. There can be no confusion or ambiguity about this.
The Hereafter and the Reckoning
The next paragraph in Luqmān’s admonition speaks about the hereafter and its
accurate reckoning of people’s deeds and its just reward. This reality is not, however,
presented as bare facts. It is shown against the panoramic scene of the universe, in an
image that makes the human conscience tremble as it reflects on God’s detailed and
perfect knowledge:
My dear son! If there be something which is no more than the weight of a grain of
mustard seed, and though it be hidden in a rock, or in the skies, or in the earth, God
will bring it forth. God is Gracious, All-Aware. (Verse 16)
No abstract presentation of God’s knowledge and its comprehensiveness, His
power, accuracy of reckoning and fairness of weighing can match this clear and vivid
image. This is the distinction of the unique Qur’ānic method, beautifully effected,
profoundly effective. A grain of mustard seed, without weight or value, misplaced
deep in a rock where it cannot be seen or found! Or it could be ‘in the skies’, in that
vast, endless structure where a huge star appears no more than a little dot or a
floating particle! Or it could be ‘in the earth’ lost in its sand and dust with nothing to
indicate it. Nevertheless, ‘God will bring it forth.’ (Verse 16) His knowledge traces it
and His power does not let go of it. “God is Gracious, All-Aware.” (Verse 16) A fitting
comment on the magnificent scene!
Our imagination continues to follow that mustard seed in those deep and vast
areas so we reflect on God’s knowledge which never loses sight of it. Thus, our
hearts are filled with awe and we turn to God appreciating His knowledge of all that
is beyond the realm of our perception. Thus, the truth the Qur’ān wants to drive
home is established in our minds.
The sūrah continues with Luqmān as he goes on admonishing his son. Having
established the faith in man’s conscience and clarified its main essentials, he now
speaks about attending to prayer, advocacy of the faith and perseverance in the face
of inevitable difficulties:
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My dear son! Attend regularly to prayer, and enjoin the doing of what is right and
forbid the doing of what is wrong, and endure with fortitude whatever befalls you.
These are matters that require strong resolve. (Verse 17)
Such is the way of faith: declaring God’s oneness, knowing that He sees all,
aspiration to His reward, trust in His justice and fear of His punishment. This is
followed by a call to people to maintain the right path, enjoin what is right and
forbid what is wrong. Prior to all this, however, we should ensure that we have the
right equipment for the battle against evil: we should worship God alone, address
prayers to Him, and remain steadfast despite adversity. Adversity can take many
forms from deviation to stubbornness, turning away as well as verbal and physical
abuse, loss of property and wealth, as also physical hardship: “These are matters that
require strong resolve.” Such strong resolve allows no hesitation after a decision has
been firmly taken.
Luqmān goes on to speak about the manners that should be characteristic of
advocates who call on people to adopt the divine faith. Such advocacy of what is
good does not permit behaving arrogantly towards people under the pretext of
leading them to what is of benefit. Needless to say, arrogant behaviour that is not
accompanied by the advocacy of goodness is even worse and more abominable:
Do not turn your cheek away from people in false pride, nor walk haughtily on earth.
God does not love anyone who is arrogant, boastful. Be of modest bearing in your
walk, and lower your voice; for the most hideous of voices is the braying of the ass.
(Verses 18-19)
In drawing this image of arrogance the sūrah uses the Arabic term tuşa’ir which is
translated here as ‘turn your cheek away’. This term is derived from the disease şa’ar
which affects camels causing them to involuntarily turn their necks sideways. The
sūrah chooses this term in order to describe the repugnance of turning one’s cheek
away from people in a gesture similar to what camels affected by this disease do.
Walking haughtily is another type of behaviour suggesting carelessness about people
and their feelings. This is again a gesture that is disliked by God and man. It is a sign
of a sick mind and a self-centred person: “God does not love anyone who is arrogant,
boastful.” (Verse 18)
The order not to walk haughtily on earth is coupled with a statement about the
proper way of walking: “Be of modest bearing in your walk.” (Verse 19) Such modesty is
expressed in Arabic with the word iqşid, which connotes economy and definite
purpose. The economy aspect referred to here is the need not to waste energy in a
boastful, arrogant gait, and the purposeful walk is one which does not waste time;
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rather it moves towards its goal easily.
Luqmān’s admonition also urges his son to lower his voice, which is a mark of
politeness, self-confidence and reliability. Only an impolite person, or one who has
self doubt or uncertainty about what he says, resorts to speaking loudly as he tries to
disguise such doubts by raising his voice. The sūrah shows this behaviour as
disgusting, adding to its abhorrence with the comment: “Lower your voice; for the most
hideous of voices is the braying of the ass.” (Verse 19)
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2
God’s Absolute Knowledge

Are you not aware that God has made
subservient to you all that is in the
heavens and the earth, and has lavished
upon you His blessings, outward and
inward? Yet some people argue about
God without having any knowledge,
without guidance, and without any lightgiving revelations. (20)
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When it is said to them, ‘Follow what
God has revealed’, they say, ‘No; but we
will follow only what we found our
forefathers believing in.’ Why, even if
Satan is beckoning them to the suffering
of the blazing fire. (21)
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Whoever submits himself to God and
excels in good deeds has indeed taken
hold of a most firm support. With God
rests the final outcome of all events. (22)
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And whoever disbelieves; let not their
unbelief grieve you. To Us they must all
return, and then We shall inform them
about all that they were doing [in life].
God has full knowledge of what is in
people’s hearts. (23)
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We will let them enjoy themselves for a
short while, but We shall ultimately
drive them into severe suffering. (24)
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If you were to ask them: ‘Who is it that
has created the heavens and the earth?’
they will be sure to answer: ‘God.’ Say:
All praise is due to God alone!’ Yet most
of them do not understand. (25)
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To God belongs all that is in the heavens
and the earth. Indeed, God is the One
who is self- sufficient, worthy of all
praise. (26)
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Were all the trees on earth to be made
into pens, and the sea ink, with seven
more seas yet added to it, the words of
God would not be exhausted. God is
indeed Almighty, Wise. (27)
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The creation of you all and your
resurrection is but like [the creation and
resurrection of] a single soul. God hears
all and sees all. (28)
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Do you not see that God causes the night
to pass into the day, and the day to pass
into the night, and that He has made the
sun and the moon subservient [to His
laws], each running its course for a set
term, and that God is fully aware of all
that you do? (29)
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Thus it is, because God alone is the
Ultimate Truth, and all that people
invoke beside Him is sheer falsehood, and
because God alone is Most High, Great.
(30)
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Do you not see that the ships sail the sea
by God’s blessing, so that He might show
you some of His signs? In this there are
clear signs indeed for all who are truly
patient in adversity and deeply grateful
to God. (31)
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When the waves engulf them like
shadows, they call to God, sincere in
their faith in Him alone; but as soon as
He has brought them safe to land, some
of them are restrained in their attitude.
Yet none could knowingly reject Our
revelations except those who are utterly
perfidious or hardened unbelievers. (32)
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Mankind! Fear your Lord and fear a day
when no parent will be of any avail to his
child, nor any child will in the least avail
his parents! God’s promise is most
certainly true. Let not, then, the life of
this world delude you, and let not
deceptive thoughts about God delude
you. (33)
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Indeed with God alone rests the
knowledge of when the Last Hour will
come; and He it is who sends down rain;
and He knows what the wombs contain;
whereas no one knows what they will
earn tomorrow, and no one knows in
what land they will die. God alone is
omniscient and takes cognisance of all
things. (34)
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Blessings Galore
The third presentation of this central issue of faith employs a different style,
showing us in the first place the universal proof as it relates to human life, interests
and livelihood. It speaks of God’s blessings, visible and subtle, which people enjoy.
Nevertheless, they continue to engage in arguments about God, who gives them all
these blessings. The sūrah then follows the same pattern in presenting the central
theme of faith as already discussed in the first two presentations:
Are you not aware that God has made subservient to you all that is in the heavens and
the earth, and has lavished upon you His blessings, outward and inward? Yet some
people argue about God without having any knowledge, without guidance, and
without any light giving revelations. When it is said to them, ‘Follow what God has
revealed’, they say, ‘No; but we will follow only what we found our forefathers
believing in.’ Why, even if Satan is beckoning them to the suffering of the blazing fire.
(Verses 20-21)
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This remark occurs repeatedly in the Qur’ān. Conveyed in different ways, it
appears new every time, because the universe appears new whenever we
contemplate its secrets and reflect on its unending wonders. Indeed, it takes far
longer than man’s lifetime to review these wonders. Yet every time he looks at them,
they appear to have a different colour and a different tone.
The sūrah portrays these from the viewpoint of harmony between man’s needs in
his life on earth and the construction of the universe. This leaves no possibility for
such harmony to have been achieved by mere coincidence. It is inevitable, therefore,
that we should acknowledge the single will that makes such harmony a reality.
Planet earth is no more than a little particle when compared to the universe.
Compared to the size of the earth, man is a tiny and weak creature. Moreover, the
earth contains forces as well as animate and inanimate beings in comparison to
which man appears no more than a tiny creature in size, weight and strength. By His
grace, however, and by breathing into him of His own spirit and honouring him
above many of His creatures, God has given man a special position in the universal
system. Indeed, He has given him the ability to use many of the forces and resources
of this universe. This is what the sūrah describes as ‘making things subservient’ to
man within the context of granting him countless blessings that are subtle and
apparent, inward and outward. These blessings go beyond making things in the
heavens and earth subservient to man. Mere human existence is a blessing, as are
man’s powers, abilities, talents and skills. Sending human messengers with divine
messages is an even bigger and greater blessing. The breathing of God’s spirit into
man at the time of his creation is also an aspect of blessing. Indeed, every breath man
draws, every heart beat, every sigh, sound, feeling and thought is a blessing which
he could not have had without God’s grace.
God has made what is in the skies available and subservient to man. Thus, he is
able to benefit from the sun’s rays, the moon’s light, the guidance provided by the
stars, rain, air and birds that fly. He also enabled him to benefit and use what is on
and in the earth. This is even easier to note and reflect upon. Man is placed in charge
of this vast kingdom, and given the ability to use all the resources of the earth, some
of which are clear and apparent while others are subtle and hidden; some are known
fully to man, some he knows only by their effects, and some he benefits from without
even knowing what they are. In every moment of the night and day man is given the
great abundance of God’s blessings, the extent and form of which he does not fully
know. Yet in spite of all this, some people are ingrate, do not reflect on the world
around them and do not appreciate the blessings they enjoy: “Yet some people argue
about God without having any knowledge, without guidance, and without any light-giving
revelations.” (Verse 20)
This argument sounds singular in the light of this universal proof. Considering
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that God’s grace is so great and abundant, man’s denial looks both absurd and ugly.
Both human nature and conscience find it repugnant. The type of person who argues
about the truth of God, and what this means, is deviant, unresponsive to the
inspiration the universe shines with, denies God’s grace, and unashamedly argues
about the One who has granted all these blessings. What is worse is that in their
argument, such people do not rely on any true knowledge, have no proper guidance,
and refer to no guiding revelation.
“When it is said to them, ‘Follow what God has revealed’, they say, ‘No; but we will follow
only what we found our forefathers believing in.’“ (Verse 21) This is their only basis and
evidence! It is nothing other than blindly following traditions which lack knowledge
and intelligent thinking. Islam wants to free them from such blind imitation, so as to
set their minds free. It wants them to be able to think, reflect and benefit by the light,
but they adamantly hold on to the chains of their deviant past.
Islam means freedom of conscience, active feelings, aspiration for enlightenment
and a new way of life that is free of blind tradition. Yet such people turn their backs
on it, rejecting its light and guidance. They argue about God without knowledge or
guidance. Hence, the sūrah looks upon them with ridicule, making a subtle reference
to the end such attitudes lead to: “Why, even if Satan is beckoning them to the suffering of
the blazing fire.” (Verse 21) Indeed their attitude is nothing less than an invitation by
Satan leading them to God’s punishment. Will they persist with this despite the end
which they will be certain to have? This last remark should at least alert them to the
difficulty of their position.
The sūrah then refers to the proper attitude that should result from reflecting on
the universal evidence and God’s countless blessings: “Whoever submits himself to God
and excels in good deeds has indeed taken hold of a most firm support. With God rests the
final outcome of all events.” (Verse 22) Together with good deeds, what is required is
total submission to God. One should feel reassured of God’s will, obey His
commands, fulfil the duties He requires, have confidence in His mercy, trust His
care, and so enjoy total contentment. All this is grouped under the heading of
submission to God.
“Whoever submits himself to God and excels in good deeds has indeed taken hold of a most
firm support.” This support is a bond that is never severed or weakened. It never lets
down anyone who holds to it, whether in situations of ease or difficulty. No one who
holds to it will ever be lost, even though his road is rough, dark and beset by
hardships. This firm support is the close, confident link between the submitting
believer and his Lord. Thus, whatever comes through God’s will is accepted without
qualm. It gives the believer the sort of reassurance that keeps him calm and confident
as he faces all events. Furthermore, in this way, he is able to rise above comforts,
luxuries, difficulties, surprises and all other impediments.
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Man’s journey is long, hard and full of danger. The danger posed by luxury and
affluence is no less than that arising from misery and deprivation. Hence the need for
firm and ever-present support. The firmest support is that which comes about from
submitting oneself to God and doing good deeds. “With God rests the final outcome of
all events.” (Verse 22) With Him all journeys end, and to Him we all return. Hence, it
is better for man to submit to Him from the start, so that he moves along his journey
with confidence, reassurance and guidance.
And whoever disbelieves; let not their unbelief grieve you. To Us they must all return,
and then We shall inform them about all that they were doing [in life]. God has full
knowledge of what is in people’s hearts. We will let them enjoy themselves for a short
while, but We shall ultimately drive them into severe suffering. (Verses 23-24)
This is, by contrast, the end of the unbeliever who is deceived by life’s comforts. In
this present life, he is shown to the Prophet and the believers as being of no
consequence: “Whoever disbelieves; let not their unbelief grieve you.” (Verse 23) He is too
small for you to grieve over. As for his end in the life to come, it is again of no
insignificance. He cannot escape God’s punishment, when God knows all his actions
and intentions: “To Us they must all return, and then We shall inform them about all that
they were doing in life. God has full knowledge of what is in people’s hearts.” (Verse 23) The
enjoyments that deceive such people are small, short in duration, trifling in value,
but the results at the end are terrifying. These they cannot escape: “We shall ultimately
drive them into severe suffering.” (Verse 24) The Arabic term, ghalīż, used here to
describe the suffering, has more physical connotations than ‘severe’ suggests. Thus
the verse imparts a more tangible feeling of the suffering into which they are driven,
unable to avoid it. How vastly different the two ends are.
Using the Creation Argument
In its contemplation of the universe, the sūrah puts the unbelievers face to face
with the logic of their own nature. In this way, they cannot deny the truth it
emphasizes. Yet still there are those who deviate and remain heedless:
If you were to ask them: ‘Who is it that has created the heavens and the earth?’ they
will be sure to answer: ‘God.’ Say: All praise is due to God alone!’ Yet most of them do
not understand. To God belongs all that is in the heavens and the earth. Indeed, God is
the One who is self-sufficient, worthy of all praise. (Verses 25-26)
When man questions his own nature and conscience, he cannot avoid admitting
this clear truth. The heavens and the earth stand as they are: with careful planning of
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their sizes, movements, dimensions, qualities and characteristics. They are made in
deliberate measure and full harmony. Yet they are creatures that no one claims to
have created, and no one alleges that any creator other than God has had a share in
their making. They cannot have come into existence by themselves. Nor can they
follow a system or establish harmony without elaborate planning or a planner. To
suggest that they have existed by themselves, or as the result of coincidence, does not
merit argument. Moreover, human nature profoundly rejects any such claim.
Those who associated partners with God, and argued very strongly against the
Prophet and his message, could not falsify the argument of their own nature when
they were confronted with the universal proof of the creation of the heavens and the
earth. Hence, they did not hesitate in their reply to the question: ‘Who has created the
heavens and the earth?’ Their answer was clear: ‘God.’ Therefore, God directs His
Messenger to comment on their answer thus: “Say: All praise is due to God alone.”
(Verse 25) Praise is due to God for keeping the truth of the universe and its creation
clear in human nature. The argument is discontinued so as to give a new comment:
“Yet most of them do not understand.” (Verse 25) It is because they do not understand
that they continue to argue, ignoring the logic of human nature and the fact that the
whole universe points to its supreme Creator.
The sūrah adds a statement of God’s ownership of all that is in the heavens and the
earth, whether it is made available to man or not. He is in no need of anything in the
heavens or the earth. He is praised even though people may not praise Him: “To God
belongs all that is in the heavens and the earth. Indeed, God is the One who is self-sufficient,
worthy of all praise.” (Verse 26)
This presentation concludes with a scene of the universe which symbolizes God’s
inexhaustible riches, and unlimited knowledge. It further expresses His supreme and
ever-renewing ability to create and His unrestricted will:
Were all the trees on earth to be made into pens, and the sea ink, with seven more seas
yet added to it, the words of God would not be exhausted. God is indeed Almighty,
Wise. The creation of you all and your resurrection is but like [the creation and
resurrection of] a single soul. God hears all and sees all. (Verses 27-28)
This scene is taken straight from people’s limited knowledge and observations,
but aims to put before them the meaning of God’s ever- renewing will which is
neither limited nor restrained. Their minds cannot visualize this concept without
such a comparison. People record their knowledge and speeches, and sign their
orders, using pens, which used to be made of reed, and ink which hardly filled an
inkpot or a bottle. The comparison drawn here shows them that if all the trees on
earth were made into pens, and all the seas were made into ink this would still be
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insufficient to describe God’s inexhaustible might. Furthermore, even if this sea of
ink was given supplies with seven more seas, while scribes sat to record God’s words
that speak of His knowledge and will, it would still be insufficient. All the pens, ink,
trees and seas will be used up and exhausted, while God’s words will not end. It is a
case where what is finite is faced with the infinite. No matter how huge the finite is, it
will come to an end, while the infinite remains undiminished. God’s words will not
finish, not ever, because His knowledge is unlimited and His will unrestricted.
Trees, seas, living creatures, objects, and situations all come to an end. The human
heart stands in awe before God’s majesty, which is endless, unchanging: “God is
indeed Almighty, Wise.” (Verse 27)
Then comes the final note in this section, using the previous image as evidence
confirming the ease with which God creates and the simplicity with which He brings
the dead back to life: “The creation of you all and your resurrection is but like [the creation
and resurrection of] a single soul. God hears all and sees all.” (Verse 28) The will that
creates simply by willing the creation to take place does not see any difference
between creating one or many. This will does not exert any measurable effort in
creating an individual, and such an effort is not repeated with the creation of every
individual. Hence, creating one and creating millions are exactly the same. Likewise
is their resurrection. It is only the word, or the will: “When He wills a thing to be, He
but says to it, ‘Be’, and it is.” (36: 82) With the knowledge that accompanies creation
and resurrection come the reckoning and fair reward: “God hears all and sees all.”
(Verse 28)
God the Truth
The fourth presentation tackles the same issue addressed in the previous three,
stating that God is the truth while all those they invoke beside Him are false. It
speaks of addressing worship purely to God alone and of the Day of Judgement
when neither parent nor child can avail the other. Several psychological influences
are brought to bear here against a universal background:
Do you not see that God causes the night to pass into the day, and the day to pass into
the night, and that He has made the sun and the moon subservient [to His laws], each
running its course for a set term, and that God is fully aware of all that you do? Thus
it is, because God alone is the Ultimate Truth, and all that people invoke beside Him is
sheer falsehood, and because God alone is Most High, Great. (Verses 29-30)
The scenes of the night passing into the day and the day passing into the night, as
well as their shortening and increase in length with the different seasons are indeed
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remarkable. However, our long familiarity with them makes most of us oblivious to
this wonder that occurs regularly, without fail or disturbance. It follows a regular
cycle that never deviates from its set pattern. It is only God who can initiate such a
system and maintain it. To appreciate this fact needs no more than observation of
this unfailing cycle.
The relation of this cycle to the sun, the moon, their regular movements and their
being made subservient is an even greater wonder than the day and night, their
shortening and increase in length. No one could do this other than God Almighty. It
is He who knows and determines how long they will continue to follow this cycle,
until the time He has appointed. Another truism is added to these two universal facts
in the same verse: “God is fully aware of all that you do.” (Verse 29) Thus, the three are
cited together as closely-linked, indisputable facts. This is followed by a comment
stating the great truth upon which all facts are based. It is the central theme of this
sūrah, which is preambled by this evidence: “Thus it is, because God alone is the
Ultimate Truth, and all that people invoke beside Him is sheer falsehood, and because God
alone is Most High, Great.” (Verse 30)
This accurate, balanced, coherent and unfailing universal system functions by the
fact that God is the Ultimate Truth and that whatever else people may invoke is false.
This is the great truth upon which is based every other truth, and by which the whole
universe fulfils its existence. That God — limitless is He in His glory — is the
Ultimate Truth means that it is He who brings the universe into existence, maintains
it, conducts its affairs, guarantees its stability and coherence for the length of time He
chooses.
“Thus it is, because God alone is the Ultimate Truth.” (Verse 30) Everything else
changes and alters, increases and decreases, is subject to strengthening and
weakening, flourishing and withering. Everything else comes into existence and goes
out of it, but God alone is Eternal, unchanging, subject to no transformation or
alteration.
Yet there remains in my mind something I have not expressed about the
statement: “Thus it is, because God alone is the Ultimate Truth.” It is something that
cannot be communicated in words; something which is not in my power to express;
something I feel strongly in my heart, yet human language cannot put into words.
The same is true of the last statement in this verse: “God alone is Most High, Great.”
(Verse 30) Indeed, no one else is high or great. Have I said anything about what
works inside me about this Qur’ānic statement? I feel that any human expression of
these sublime truths detracts from them. Indeed, the Qur’ānic expression is uniquely
inspiring.
The sūrah follows this great universal scene and the inspiring statement that
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follows it by drawing a familiar image in human life. It paints a picture of ships
sailing across the sea by God’s grace. It puts the unbelievers face to face with human
nature when it encounters the dangers of the sea, when no power or arrogance is of
any use:
Do you not see that the ships sail the sea by God’s blessing, so that He might show you
some of His signs? In this there are clear signs indeed for all who are truly patient in
adversity and deeply grateful to God. When the waves engulf them like shadows, they
call to God, sincere in their faith in Him alone; but as soon as He has brought them
safe to land, some of them falter [between faith and unbelief’. Yet none could
knowingly reject Our revelations except those who are utterly perfidious or hardened
unbelievers. (Verses 31-32)
Ships sail through water in accordance with the laws of nature God applies to the
sea, wind, the earth and the skies. Since He has created all these and given them their
respective qualities, He thus enables the ships to sail through the sea without sinking
to the bottom or standing still. Should these qualities be disturbed in any way, the
ships will not be able to traverse the waters. If disturbance occurs in the density of
seawater, or the substances from which the ships are made, or air pressure at water
surface, or the water currents, or the wind, or if the temperature goes beyond the
level that keeps water in its present form and maintains the water currents and
winds at suitable levels, ships would not be able to so sail the seas. But beyond all
this, it is God who keeps ships floating on the surface, protecting them against strong
waves, tempests and severe weather conditions. None other than God can keep them
afloat. They move by God’s grace and blessing, carrying some aspects of God’s grace
and His blessings. The Qur’ānic statement includes both meanings.
“So that He might show you some of His signs.” These are obvious, available for all to
see and contemplate. Anyone can see them. There is no ambiguity or confusion about
them. “In this there are clear signs indeed for all who are truly patient in adversity and
deeply grateful to God.” (Verse 31) These are two conditions that are frequently
experienced in life.
People however are neither patient nor grateful. When harm afflicts them, they
raise their voices with prayer. When God lifts harm from them, only a few are truly
grateful. “When the waves engulf them like shadows, they call to God, sincere in their faith
in Him alone.” (Verse 32) In the face of such danger, with the waves engulfing them
from all sides, and their ships rocking in the angry sea, hearts and souls shed their
assumed and delusive power which, in times of ease and comfort, might shield their
true nature, severing its links with its Creator. Yet when all masks are torn and
human nature emerges from behind its blinding covers, it acknowledges its Lord and
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turns to Him in true submission. It abandons all alleged partners, declaring them
false. At such moments of danger, people call to God in earnest, with sincere faith in
Him and His oneness.
But “as soon as He has brought them safe to land, some of them are restrained in their
attitude.” (Verse 32) Security and comfort do not drive them back to carelessness.
They remain mindful of God’s bounty and give thanks for it, but they do not do
enough to fulfil their duties towards God in thanksgiving. In other words, they are
restrained in their thanks.
There are others who deny God’s signs once danger is over and security is again
felt. “Yet none could knowingly reject Our revelations except those who are utterly perfidious
or hardened unbelievers.” (Verse 32) Both treachery and unbelief are here described in
superlative terms that are nevertheless true of anyone who disbelieves after having
seen all the universal indications and listened to the clear arguments about human
nature.
The Lure of Comfortable Living
Drawing on the great danger presented by a stormy sea and how it puts things
into perspective, the sūrah then reminds them of an even greater danger, in
comparison with which the danger of the sea appears ever so small. This is the
danger of the day when all relations are severed, parents and children are separated
and preoccupied with their own positions; when each soul stands on its own,
without support, unable to call upon anyone for help:
Mankind! Fear your Lord and fear a day when no parent will be of any avail to his
child, nor any child will in the least avail his parents! God’s promise is most certainly
true. Let not, then, the life of this world delude you, and let not deceptive thoughts
about God delude you. (Verse 33)
The horror described here is psychological, measured by its effect on hearts and
souls. Nothing severs blood relations and ties between parent and child, and nothing
makes everyone preoccupied solely with their own positions unless it be a fear
totally unknown to people. The call to fear God, therefore, comes here at the right
time, when people are ready to respond. The issue of the hereafter is presented
against the background of such great horror so that hearts will listen.
“God’s promise is most certainly true.” (Verse 33) It will never fail. There can be no
avoidance of this very difficult situation. No one can escape the accurate reckoning
and the fair reward, when none can avail another of anything.
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“Let not, then, the life of this world delude you.” (Verse 33) It is full of lure, luxury and
comfort, but it is limited in duration, and it is only a test to determine the eventual
reward. “And let not deceptive thoughts about God delude you.” (Verse 33) Let no
comfort, work, or interest delude you. Above all, let no devil tempt you, for there are
many devils, such as money, science, life, power, authority, desire, fancy and
passion. Each has its own lure and temptation which can be very deluding. Fear of
God and remembrance of the Day of Judgement, however, should be enough to
protect believers from all such temptations.
Knowledge Absolute
At the end of this fourth presentation, which completes the sūrah, a final note is
given, one which is both powerful and awesome. It describes God’s perfect and
comprehensive knowledge contrasting this with our own limited, human
knowledge. It states the question discussed throughout the sūrah, in its four sections,
and presents all this in one of the most wonderful images drawn in the Qur’ān:
Indeed with God alone rests the knowledge of when the Last Hour will come; and He it
is who sends down rain; and He knows what the wombs contain; whereas no one
knows what they will earn tomorrow, and no one knows in what land they will die.
God alone is omniscient and takes cognisance of all things. (Verse 34)
God Almighty has chosen to keep the knowledge of the Last Hour to Himself;
none knows it other than Him. Thus people will always remain cautious, expecting
its arrival at any time, trying to be ready for it. They know that there is no time to
lose in preparing for its arrival.
It is God who sends down rain in accordance with His wisdom, and in the
measure He chooses. People may know by experience and measurement that rain is
due, but they cannot create the conditions that bring rain about. The Qur’ānic
statement makes clear that it is God who sends down the rain, as it is He who
initiates the universal conditions that form and regulate it. Thus, what is exclusive to
God in this respect is the ability to send down the rain, as is made clear in the text.
Scholars who have included rain among matters that belong exclusively to God’s
knowledge are mistaken. Yet God’s knowledge is true, complete, comprehensive and
permanent in all matters. It is not liable to increase or decrease.
“He knows what the wombs contain.” (Verse 34) This is exclusive knowledge similar
to that of the Last Hour. It is God alone who knows, with absolute certainty, what
wombs contain at every moment and in every stage, how they swell or shrink, what
type of foetus, even when it has no shape, form or size. He knows whether it is a
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male or a female, even at the moment when no one can have any knowledge of this,
at the time when the female egg is fertilized. He further knows the features the foetus
will have, its characteristics and future abilities. All this is part of God’s exclusive
knowledge.
“Whereas no one knows what they will earn tomorrow.” (Verse 34) No one knows what
will happen to them tomorrow: good or bad, benefit or harm, ease or hardship,
health or sickness, obedience to God or disobedience. ‘Earning’ is far more general
than material gain. It applies to everything that happens to a person tomorrow,
which is kept hidden under thick covers. People may try to discover this, but they
will always fail, remaining unable to discern anything beyond those covers.
Similarly, “No one knows in what land they will die.” (Verse 34) Such knowledge is
kept behind thick blinds which cannot be penetrated by hearing or seeing.
As human beings we stand before these covers acknowledging our weakness and
limited knowledge. Thus, the arrogance of assumed, penetrative knowledge is thus
seen for what it is. We realize that, compared with what is withheld from us, our
knowledge is indeed limited. Even when human knowledge achieves all that it can,
there remains a great deal about which we do not know. We will always remain
blind to what happens tomorrow, or even in the next moment. With such realization,
humans should reduce their arrogance and submit to God.
The sūrah presents these highly effective notes against an expansive backdrop of
time and place, the present, the near future, the great realm that lies beyond our
perceptions, our thoughts and imaginations. This background includes the Last Hour
that seems so distant, rain which originates far away, wombs and their hidden
contents, what is earned tomorrow which is close in time yet remains unknown, and
our place of death and burial which is driven away in our thoughts. Although the
background is expansive, the Qur’ānic style gathers it from its broad perspective so
that it comes close and points to God’s hidden knowledge. Thus we stand as though
we try to look through a peephole, but find it blocked. Should even a tiny opening be
made in it, what is behind is in the same position as what is before it. It remains
closed to man because it is beyond human ability and knowledge. It continues to
belong exclusively to God. None knows anything about it except by His permission
and according to the measure He determines. “God alone is omniscient and takes
cognisance of all things.” (Verse 34)
Thus the sūrah concludes and we feel that it has taken us on a very long journey to
distant worlds and horizons. Our hearts return in a slow move after traversing such
great distances. Our minds are heavy with thought and reflection on what we have
seen of worlds beyond worlds. Yet it is a sūrah made of just 34 verses. All glory
belongs to God, the Creator of hearts. He has bestowed this Qur’ān on us which heals
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hearts, provides guidance and brings mercy to believers.
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